Introduction
High incidence hypersonic similitude of Sychev's [1] is applicable to a wing provided it has an extremely small span in addition to small thickness. The unsteady infinite span case has been analyzed, but mostly for small flow deflections. The piston theory of Light hill [2] neglects the effects of secondary wave reflection. Appleton [3] and McIntosh [4] have included these effects. Hui's [5] theory is valid for wedges of arbitrary thickness oscillating with small amplitude provided the bow shock remains attached. Erricsson's [6] theory covers viscous and elastic effects for airfoils with large flow deflection. Orlik-Ruckemann [7] has included viscous effect and Mandl [8] has addressed small surface curvature effect for oscillating thin wedges. Ghosh's [9] similitude and piston theory for the infinite span case with large flow deflection is valid for airfoils with planar or non-planar surfaces whereas Hui's theory [10] is for plane wedges. Ghosh's piston theory has been applied to non-planar cases, both steady and unsteady. The effect of viscosity and secondary wave reflection has not been included. Crasta and Khan have studied the hypersonic and supersonic similitude for planar wedge ( [17] , [12] ), for Delta wing ( [11] , [13] ) and for Delta wing with curved leading edges ( [14] , [16] ). Crasta and Khan have further extended the similitude to study the stability derivatives for Newtonian limit for planar wedge [19] , delta wing [18] and delta wing with curved leading edges [15] . In the present work the similitude of Hypersonic planar wedge has been extended for supersonic flows past a non-planar wedge.
II. Piston Theory
A thin strip of the wing, parallel to the centerline, can be considered independent of the z dimension when the velocity component along the z direction is small. This has been discussed by Ghosh's [9] . The strip theory combined with Ghosh's large incidence similitude leads to the "piston analogy" and pressure P on the surface can be directly related to equivalent piston mach no. M p . In this case both Mp and flow deflections are permitted to be large. Hence light hill piston theory [2] or miles strong shock piston theory cannot be used but Ghosh's piston theory will be applicable. ) ( 1
Since strips at different span wise location are assumed independent of each other, the strip can be considered as a flat plate at an angle of attack. The angle of incidence is same as that of wing. Angle  is the angle between the shock and the strip. A piston theory which has been used in equation (1) has been extended to supersonic flow. The expression is given below. 
Pitching moment derivatives
Let the mean incidence be 0  for the wing oscillating in pitch with small frequency and amplitude about an axis X 0. The piston velocity and hence pressure on the windward surface remains constant on a span wise strip of length 2L at x, the pressure on the lee surface is assumed zero. Therefore, the nose up moment is
A non planar wedge is obtained by superimposing parabolic arcs on the two sides of the plane wedge.
Therefore The Stiffness and damping derivatives are respectively
Where   , are density and velocity of sound in the free stream Combining (1) through (5), differentiation under the integral sign is performed. Therefore
On Simplifying we get, The Stiffness and damping derivative are given by   1  1 2 3  2  2  2 cos 0
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www.iosrjournals.org 6 | Page 2 cos 2 2 0 sin 2 1 Which means with the increase in Mach number there is progressive decrease in stiffness derivative indicating continuous decrease in the static margin which; may not be desirable in most of the cases. However, in the case of fighter planes this is very much needed to have static margin as low as possible to have enhanced maneuverability of the aircraft. Since the semi vertex angle of the wedge is only five degrees. The wedge falls under the category of slender body with a very high length to diameter ratio. In this particular case the shock wave angle will be were small compared to that for semi vertex angle in the range of 20 degree and above. For very high value of semi vertex angle the shock may not be attached with body. Instead of oblique shock there will be a bow shock at the nose of the Non-planar wedge. Due to the presence of bow shock the flow behind the shock will subsonic and flow separation will take place. The present theory is valid only when the shock wave is attached with body (i. e. at the nose of the wedge). Further, the present theory is quasi steady whereas the theory of Hui & Lui is fully unsteady which more accurate. This difference is observed only in the case of damping derivatives (Fig 2) . This is also observed that the magnitude of the damping derivative decreases continuously and this decrease is non-linear, and further, it is found that the center of pressure of the wedge has shifted towards the nose of the wedge. The values of the damping derivatives at the extreme end from the nose are very high as compared to the values in the nose portion of the wedge and this shift in the values may be due the pressure distribution on the wedge surface. Normally the location of the center of pressure will be in the range 50 to 60 percent from the nose and this shift will the system statically as well as dynamically unstable as it was seen as above earlier that with the increase in the Mach number there is substantial decrease in the stiffness derivative. Fig. 3 shows the variation of stiffness derivative with respect to pivot position for different Mach number while the semi vertex angle is kept constant θ = 10 0 . The variation of centre of pressure is 35 to 40 % for Mach number 5, 8, 10, 15 and 20 respectively from the leading edge of the wedge. It is also seen from the figure that with the increase in the Mach number there is continuous decrease in the value of the stiffness derivative as it was seen in Fig. 1 , however, the magnitude has increased by 50 percent when semi vertex angle is increased from five degrees to ten degrees. Which means with the increase in Mach number there is progressive decrease in stiffness derivative indicating continuous decrease in the static margin which; may not be desirable in most of the cases. This decrease in stiffness derivative is around fifty percent for the Mach numbers between M = 5 to 8 and for the rest of the Mach numbers the decrease in the stiffness derivative are marginal. This trend may be due to the Mach number effect.
www.iosrjournals.org 8 | Page Fig. 4 presents the results for damping derivatives for semi vertex angle ten degrees. Here once again it is found that there is substantial increase in the damping derivative due to the increase in the semi vertex angle of the wedge, also it is seen that with the increase in the Mach number from five to eight there is sudden drop in the value of the damping derivative, further, increase in the Mach number results marginal decrease in the damping derivative. Due to the increase in the semi vertex angle there is shift in the center of pressure of the wedge towards the aft position of the wedge resulting in the higher values of stability derivatives. It is also observed that the values of the damping derivatives in downstream of the wedge specially for in and around h = 1 it assumes very high value. principle is clearly demonstrated here. As we know that when Mach number increases the shock wave angle decreases. But after a certain value of Mach number there is no decrease in the shock wave angle, which implies that initially with increase of Mach number the shock will on coming very close to the body but it will never collapse with the body.
IV. Conclusion
Present theory demonstrates its application for a wide range of the Mach number, angle of attack and the semi vertex angle of the wedge. For semi vertex angle five to ten degrees the variation in the stiffness and damping derivatives is substantial, however; for large values of semi vertex angle the variation stiffness and damping derivative is only marginal. The variation in the center of pressure for stiffness and damping derivatives is from 20 % to 55 % for all the Mach numbers and semi vertex angle of the present study. The theory is valid only when the shock wave is attached with the nose of the wedge. In the present study the effect of Lee surface has been neglected as it is well known that the pressure on the lee surface will be negligible for hypersonic Mach numbers. The present theory could be handy at the initial design stage of the Aerospace Vehicles. Effects of viscosity & wave reflection are also neglected in the present study. The present theory is simple and yet gives good results with remarkable computational ease with the error around ten percent.
